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Interpretation at
historic house
museums is usually
designed with an
adult audience in
mind.



 

A self-fulfilling
prophecy



 

Nine children
Ages 8 to 12
Digital camera to
document
experience
Interview to
discuss experience
and understanding



Case study properties

Rippon Lea McCrae Homestead

Note: this research was not conducted on behalf of the National
Trust (Victoria).



 



Things to consider…

– Though children understand that historic houses are
‘different’ to modern houses, they cannot explain what
this difference can tell them about the past and the
present.

– The historic house did not have a special or unique
significance to the children.

 



 

It’s kind of old. And I
can see why they still
had it- cos… well, they
did use it cos they were
a popular family
probably. But yeah… It
was just a house.
There’s probably a lot
of other houses like
this.

Oliver, 11





The Lesson

Children who engage only with the appearance and age of
objects will, at best, understand HHMs as depositories for
strange objects- interesting but ultimately not unique.
At worst, they will view all HHMs are homogenous, and
will become disengaged and unwilling to visit HHMs in the
future.



#1: Present information in a
meaningful context

Pick a universal context which holds
relevance to all visitors, including adults



Historical empathy

Allow children to ‘put themselves in the
shoes’ of historical people



 

If you were an only child
you’d get one orange but if
you had like siblings then
you’d have to cut it so it’s
evenly. So for me and
(sister) we’d only get half
an orange for Christmas if
we like lived in a poor
family. So- but like here
they’d get like presents for
each kid because they’d
have a lot of money.

Ellie, 12



 

Personalised
comparison



#2: Provide a historical
framework

Let children engage in
historical empathy within an
accurate frame of reference



 

Personal
meaning-
making

about past
and present



Charlotte: I think that’s Noah’s Ark. Is that what it’s
called? Yeah cos there was two pigs I think, and you can
kind of see the shape of the boat. Looks like- and it looks
like a tea set.
Ruby: I have one of those tea sets.
Charlotte: So do I!
Amy: Did you like seeing the toys?
Charlotte: Yeah. Cos it kind of shows you how the toys
used to be. It’s like now there’s a lot of electronic.
Ruby: And it’s kind of like, yeah, you see what little kids
would play with then and then you see what we play with
now.



Ruby: But like… you probably wouldn’t get a
wooden carved Noah’s Ark anymore.
Charlotte: You could probably buy it from an
antiques fair or something.
Ruby: Yeah but you probably wouldn’t buy it for a
little kid cos it’ll probably break. We’re less gentle
now than people were a couple of years ago. I think-
things have changed.



Charlotte: I think it’s because we could do a lot
more things than we probably could have then. As
in, any gender could have done it.
Ruby: Like we’re more… privileged I think?
 





 

Personal
meaning-
making

about past
and present



 

I think we
liked seeing
the really
artistic and
creative
things, like
all the
clothes and
the things
that you



Recommendation #3:
Prompt conversations

 
Lets ‘looking’ provide

meaningful context and
historical frameworks.

 
 



 

Thomas: Pools don’t
normally- just with…
just pool. They don’t
have a diving board.

Amy: So this one had
extra stuff, why do you
think that is?

Thomas: Because they
wanted- um- because in
the olden days they had-
they did a lot of stuff to
make it so it looked
good. And the people
here were very rich.



 

One idea: conversation cards

Example cards from: Chicago
History Museum, DiscoveryTalk
and GreenTalk by Sunnyside Gift
Company, School of Life 100
Questions

“Get people talking to you and, more importantly, each other”-
US Constitution Museum, Engage Families Project



 

Tour guides
are adults and
authority
figures.
Children will
generally not
ask questions
or challenge
them, even if
they do not



 

Amelia: Um… cos that
roof was made of paper
and then it was pressed
and it was put in this
hard thing and… well the
perso- (tour guide) asked
me to take a photo of it
cos he said it was
interesting.
Amy: Okay, did you
think it was interesting?
Amelia: Sort of…?
Because like you made it
out of paper.
 



Any questions?
More information?

amackintosh142@gmail.com
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